
Week 10 - Launch Event 

Launch Event Day 5 

Wow, wow, wow, wow, wow, wow. Do you know how amazing you are? For the past 10 weeks, we have been 
working together on your launch, you've done all those things that maybe you didn't even know you could 
do. You've delivered your workshops, you've done your coaching calls and here you are today, day five, and 
you got one workshop left to do. I think you're absolutely incredible for getting this far. So please take a 
moment to give yourself the biggest pat on the back. You've done such an incredible job. But not until 
you've done your do brief. Go and grab those numbers again, look at the numbers from last night, or 
yesterday, or whatever time of the day you do your coaching call, have a look at numbers, how many people 
showed up, comments, engagements and questions, and just note those down. Then we're going to dive into 
some of the things that we need to get done today.  

So this is your opportunity to do a final invite to your master list. So, as well as letting your launch list 
people know, that the replays are available, we've got another live workshop today, and the Coaching Call 
Replay is now available for you. It's not too late to catch up. And you can also do a similar email out to your 
master list, those who haven't yet signed up, and let them know that your event is still taking place. You've 
got another live workshop today, but they've got loads of catch up bundles that they can use or replays, 
whatever you've decided to create, they've got plenty of time to catch up. But you have to sign up now, 
because we're going to be closing registration soon. As soon as cart opens, you stop taking sign ups. You 
allow people to go through the replays, but then you switch gears to the sale.  

So, and you're going to let people know that they've not got any time left to catch up, they need to register 
now. But of course, you want to keep all your content open. So I actually do not remove the replays of any 
kind until doors close at the end of the cart conversion week. So, just leave them there. But I don't have 
new people registering because it's just a lot to get them back through replays and to be honest, the people 
who join later on in the launch, are less likely to buy, which is why I don't want you spending too much time 
constantly generating new leads today. Yes, capture those people who may be having seen it, you can also 
test that third workshop idea. What is it about this third workshop that you want people to really enjoy, 
'cause that is a subject test. And again, gauging the number of people who signed up from that but just be 
mindful, it will be less of course, so it's not a very good gauge, but you can definitely capture those people. 
And sometimes there's just that one thing that you say, that gets someone to sign up.  
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So, one last email to your master list about joining up, and of course launch those folks, let them now what's 
coming up, and just making sure they've got everything they need. So your job for the rest of this week, is 
all about content consumption. The more your guests consume, the more likely they are to buy from you, 
because if they see that they can get a result when they spend time with you, then what does that mean for 
them when they pay you? They're going to be way more invested. And so what it means is, you have this 
golden opportunity right now to show them, that when they hang out with you, they do things, I'm reaching 
over because one of my, I don't know if you can see that. Can you? Okay. One of my favourite sayings and 
the thing that I live by in my business and I teach people in my actual launch experiences is we hashtag and 
do the work. And we do the work, we do the work in our paid products. So, I want people to start getting to 
that framer mind the minute they join my world and what perfect way to become indoctrinated into how 
we do things, than by them doing it when we're together. So if I can get them, taking action, doing the work, 
filling out the workbooks, actually getting excited about launches. What does that make possible for them 
when we work together?  

So, yes. #do the work. We talk about that one a lot. So getting people to consume content is your job, that's 
the most important thing but also, the engagement. So I know that no comments unanswered gets really 
hot towards the end of your launch. But there's no reason why you can't engage people, create engagement 
posts in your group, start sharing more social proof, building the excitement. There's so many things that 
you can do that don't require you to go through every single comment. But if you can answer all the 
comments for as long as you can, please do that because those are your best people, the people who are 
actually taking the time to write out and answer to you on your engagement post, on your intro thread, on 
your videos and on your social shares. They're the ones who are most likely to buy from you. So, I want 
them to feel seen by you, even if it's your team member doing that. I don't care how it gets done, get it 
done. So, content consumption engagement is the key of the next few days. Of course, prepping for your 
workshop. So, make sure, again, you've checked your slides, you've got all your text set up, or your links are 
working correctly, what date did you create banners. You're counting down, you do maybe a little, "Hey 
guys, last chance to join today's workshop, workshop three, and it's all about," whatever your subject is, "I'm 
going to go on live in just one hour from now so if you haven't joined," the best launch of a bootcamp, "The 
best launch of a bootcamp, come and join us now, workshop three, starting in one hour from now, I hope to 
see you there." Super simple.  

All right so, definitely send out those final reminders, splash them everywhere, pimp yourself out, and then 
deliver your workshop. Remember, you'll have less numbers than your other two, it's just the way it works, 
but after the workshop, when you've sorted out your replay, make sure you let the group know, the replay is 
available but if you haven't got time to go through them, don't worry because we've got our catch up calls 
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coming up over the weekend. And I'm going to be doing an amazing summary of all the things we've done so 
far and you can bring all your questions. So even if you've missed the workshop, either catch the replay or 
come and join us with catch up weekend. We actually call it catch up weekend. So, just remind them that 
they've got that to look forward to. So I want to take this moment to tell you how proud I am of you, for 
getting to this point, doing all the work, bring your very best energy today. I know your energy is waning, I 
know you feel tired, I know you've had things go wrong. I know you feel stressed and now you're also starting 
to think about your cart opening, and I know that brings up all the stuff, and it is honestly about this time 
that I start to go, "Ooh, I'm opening cart." Usually on a Sunday I do and it's like two days away, and I start to 
get the jitters. I understand how that feels, and I know it feels scary and it brings up lots of stuff. The only 
thing that is going to cure that, is taking action, and that all we can do is take action today, on the things 
that we need to do. So, final checks, make sure everything is updated everywhere. Do a final sweep of your 
slides, make sure you're all good for that, and enjoy it. If you enjoy it, your people will enjoy it as well also. 
Have an amazing final workshop, and I will see you tomorrow. I'm going to do a few things about doing catch 
up calls and all that jazz and getting ready for opening your cart, only the Sunday or Monday, whichever you 
decide you're going to do. So, aah, exciting. I will see you tomorrow, bye for now.
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